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I n  his publication in 1959, D. F. Evans outlined a new 
method for determining the paramagnetic susceptibility of 
a substance in solution utilizing a relatively young in- 
strumental technique, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spect~oscopy.~ Evans correlated the observed difference in 
chemical shift of a signal from an inert reference material 
in the presence and absence of a paramagnetic solute (ac- 
complished easily using a coaxial NMR sample tube) with 
the following equation:' 

where: 

xp= mass susceptibility of the solute (cm3Ig) 
Af = ohserved frequency shift of reference resonance (Hz) 

f = spectrometer frequency (Hz) 
7. = mass susce~tibilitv of solvent (m3/d ."" u. 

m = mass of substance" per em3 of solution 
do= density of solvent (gicma) 
d, = density of solution (g/cm3) 

With the introduction of highfield NMR spectrometers, 
Live and Chan noted a major difference in the chemical 
shift of a reference signal in the presence of a paramag- 
netic solute - "[it was]. . . twice in magnitude (in ppm) and 
of the o~oosite s i m  from that exoected in the case of con- 
vention2 ~~ec t ro>e te rs" .~  ~ igh-ke ld  NMR spectrometers 
utilize suoerconductine solenoids to eenerate an aodied 
magnetic field. These solenoids a magnetieafield 
parallel to the long axis of the sample in contrast to the 
field generated by conventional NMR spectrometers; these 
spectrometers use permanent magnets or electromagnets 
that create a field perpendicular to this axis. The result is 
a ". . . difference in the effective magnetic field experienced 
by a molecule in the sample . . .".4 To compensate for this 
difference, eq 1 should be corrected as  f~ l l ows :~  

Using the Evans method has become a standard experi- 
ment in many physical chemistry laboratory texts. Yet, 
these texts make no mention of this inherent difference be- 
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tween conventional and high-field NMR instruments. One 
text acknowledges that the ". . . principal magnetic field 
[may be1 provided by a permanent magnet (-1.5T), an 
electromagnet (2.5 to 5.OT), or  a superconducting 
electromagnet (5.0 to 7.5T),"6 but does not provide the cor- 
rections needed when the latter is used. With suoerwn- . 
ducting magnets becoming more and more commonplace, 
this difference should be broueht to the attention of chemi- 
cal educators as  well as to th& students. A powerful way 
to drive the concept home is to perform the experiment on 
both types of NMR instruments (in departments where 
th i s  luxury is available) and observe the  difference 
firsthand. At WVF, these experiments were performed on 
a Varian EM360A ('H at  6OMHz) and a General Electric 
QE-Plus ('H at  300MHz). 
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I t  seems to be thought that increasing the temperature 
decreases the soluhil& of a gus in a liq"id. ~ome;ents in- 
dicate that this is o1u~oy.s true. At least two texts offer ex- 
olanutions for whv the solub~litv of eases in liauids ulwow s -~ ~ 

becreases with inEreasing temperature. The fa'd thatthere 
are many exceptions to this generalization was pointed out 
in 1955 in the Textbook Error column.' However, the error 
persists. Of 13 current-edition general chemistry texts 
designed for a full-year course, 11 made errors regarding 
this topic. 

I t  is accurate to indicate that the water solubility of most 
gases decrease with increasing temperature. However, in 
solvents other than water, the solubility of many, if not 
most, gases ~ncrease with increasing temperature as  indi- 
cated hy data obtomed from compilations of soluhilit~es.'~' 
Because this error continues to be widespreud, it seems ap- 
propriate to point this out to teachers and authors. 
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